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Meet Gilles: The Ordinary Guy Behind an Extraordinary Tool

The Unlikely Journey to the Helm of Crosslist

Hello there, I'm Gilles, your run-of-the-mill guy who one day found himself

steering the ship of an exciting venture called Crosslist. Now, how does a business

analyst end up running a business geared toward online resellers?

Well, I'd seen an article about how the online resale market was set to boom, and

as an analytical guy, this got me curious.

So, after making some quick cash by selling my girlfriend’s old clothing on

Poshmark, I dug deeper into the reselling world and discovered a gem: successful

resellers, the cream of the crop, were harnessing the power of multiple

marketplaces to not only diversify risk but also to amplify their sales potential.

This realization spurred me to bridge the gap with Crosslist - a quick,

simple-to-use, cross listing tool to manage inventory across multiple channels.

And to be transparent, I’d had the daily grind up to here. Like most of you, my

business partner and I were toiling away in our day jobs, clambering up that

soul-sucking corporate ladder.

The idea of having a side gig that could help us escape the 9-to-5 grind and

potentially morph into something big was too enticing to pass up.
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Crosslist: The Dream That Became a Reality

So, we took the plunge. Alongside our day jobs, we started Crosslist, a venture

born out of our desire to gain financial independence and try something new.

But here's the kicker - we knew practically nothing about online selling.

Can you believe that?! Sometimes I wonder what we were thinking, but then I look

at what we’ve built, and I’m so thankful we took a risk!

So how do you start building a tool aimed at online sellers when you don’t know

how online selling works?! Realizing we were in over our heads, we decided we

needed to learn from the best in the business - online resellers who had already

built successful reselling businesses.

I did a series of in-depth interviews with these reselling wizards, promising them

three free months of Crosslist in exchange for their valuable insights. And let me

tell you, those insights were pure gold.

The Journey, Not the Destination

It wasn't all smooth sailing. There were countless late nights, buckets of coffee,

and a few near-meltdowns (all right, maybe more than a few). But here's what I

realized…these obstacles - these metaphorical walls - were a part of the journey,

shaping me and my business in ways I never would have imagined.

Fast forward to today, and I sometimes have to pinch myself that I get to steer the

Crosslist ship. But even more so because I now get to share everything I've

learned with online sellers like you! I got my shot at chasing my dream and

achieving financial freedom, but now it's YOUR turn.
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So, buckle up and get ready for a wild ride as I teach you EVERYTHING you've

ever wanted to know about online selling.

Decoding MyMotivation to Unveil Online Reselling Secrets

The Big Why

You might be thinking, "Why is this guy spilling the beans? Why not keep all the

golden nuggets to himself?" Having ridden the rollercoaster of entrepreneurship

for a few years, I've realized that knowledge tastes sweeter when shared.

Also, your success is my success! When you’re growing your online empire and

selling across multiple channels like a pro, you’re using my tool to manage your

business, and in turn, making my entrepreneurial dreams a reality.

Lessons Hard-Earned

The world of e-commerce can be a daunting and unbelievably competitive place.

You've got different marketplaces, listings, pricing strategies, customer service,

marketplace fees �I can hear your eye-rolls from here), and more.

The reality is there's a steep learning curve which is why so many newbies fail. I

know all too well how that feels...failure is a dish served cold, and it takes a lot to

get back up to keep going.

So instead of leaving you to make the same mistakes that almost ended my

entrepreneurial journey before it had a chance to begin, I can give you the

heads-up I wish I'd had!
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A Catalyst for Success

I want to help you bypass some of these common pitfalls and arm you with insider

knowledge that can fast-track your journey to online seller success. Imagine trying

to find the treasure without a map…you might as well be stumbling through the

wilderness blindfolded, right?

So here I am, with my 'treasure map', ready to guide you through this online

reseller jungle.

Shared Success is Double the Joy

I'm not just sharing these secrets for your benefit, though. Seeing you succeed,

watching you grow, and knowing I played a tiny part in your journey brings me

immense joy. It's a satisfaction that money can't buy. Of course, I also want you to

fall in love with Crosslist and join our growing base of successful online resellers.

So, as you venture deeper into this eBook, remember: my success isn't just

measured by my accomplishments but also by your victories.

Your success is my success.

And together, we can conquer the online resale world one journey at a time. So

let’s get to the good stuff that will make you that moola.
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Secret 1� Mastering the Art of Niche Selection

The Real Secret to Online Selling

You’re reading this right now because you want to dive into the nitty-gritty of

online selling. You’ve probably looked at many successful online resellers and

wondered how they’ve done it.

What is it that gives them that X�Factor? I’ve got the answer for you, my friend,

and it’s hidden in plain sight: choosing a niche is where the magic truly begins.

You might think it's as simple as picking a product you love and selling the hell out

of it. But here's the thing, it isn't that simple...if it were, everyone would be making

millions online. To truly make your mark, you need to delve deeper into your

customers’ psyche, which starts with identifying a niche.

While sitting down with a seasoned online reseller, Sophia, I had a revelation about

the core of e-commerce success. Sophia emphasized that it wasn't just about

peddling products; it was about selling solutions or experiences that speak

directly to the emotions and desires of your audience.

She illustrated this with her 'Inspiration Journals,' not merely notebooks but tools

for writers seeking inspiration. She sold these journals on Etsy, making thousands

a month in revenue.

Essentially, when you understand and can connect with your niche on a deep

level, you will be able to craft a narrative that truly resonates with them.
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Breaking Down the Buzzword

You've probably heard the term "niche" thrown around a lot, but what does it

really mean? A niche is a specific market segment you're targeting with your

products. It's like a cozy corner in the vast marketplace where your product fits

snugly.

The 'Why' Behind Niche Selection

You’re probably still thinking, “Gilles, that sounds great, but seriously, why bother

with niche selection? Isn't it enough to just sell a good product?” Sorry to burst

your bubble, but nope. Identifying your niche helps you:

‒ focus your efforts

‒ understand your customers better

‒ differentiate yourself from the competition

Essentially it empowers you to become a big fish in a small pond rather than a tiny

guppy lost in the ocean.

The Art of Niche Selection

Now that I’ve hopefully driven home exactly WHY you need to pick a niche, we

need to move on to the HOW. How do you actually pick your niche? First, it’s vital

to understand seasonality and trends.

Almost 80% of the best-selling products five years ago are no longer topping

bestseller lists today…so what gives? People’s tastes change as trends evolve and

lifestyles change.
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Think about the beginning of 2020…

‒ you probably didn’t own a face mask;

‒ you’d had the same bottle of hand sanitizer leaking into the bottom of your

handbag for seven years;

‒ having one toilet roll left didn’t send you into a panic so severe you went to

every Target and Walmart in your state to find a few rolls.

Fast-forward a few weeks, and those three items became more precious than

gold. The sellers who had their fingers on the pulse and reacted quickly to source

products where demand exceeded supply made a pretty penny. While this is an

extreme example, it highlights the importance of being agile.

How do you maintain this agility within the clothing niche? Keeping your finger on

the pulse! Trends change constantly so within this niche, you’ll want to keep on

top of which brands, styles or price points are trending.

Take a look at the hype around the new live action Barbie movie, with

Barbie-inspired fashion now trending. You’d have to react quickly to source

hot-pink outfits and accessories while the demand is there because as the hype

dies down, so does the trend.

So, it really is a constant dance between having core items you know will always

sell and then being flexible enough to hop on board trends as and when they

appear.

You can use a few strategies in your research to find products people are

motivated to buy.
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These include:

Using Online Tools

You can use several online tools to help you find trending products. These include

Google Trends, Everbee, Terapeak, Marmalead, eRank, Sales Samurai, and

UberSuggest.

Google Trends

How to Use:

Visit Google Trends.

Enter a product or niche keyword in the search bar.

Check the 'Interest over time' graph. A rising line indicates growing interest.

Dive deeper by checking related queries and topics for more product ideas.

Everbee (best for Etsy)

How to Use:

Go to Everbee's website.

Sign up for a free account

Use their research tools to analyze search terms and sales data of

established shops to guide you in what sells well.

Terapeak (for eBay sellers)

How to Use:

Access Terapeak through eBay's "Seller Hub" under the "Research" tab.

Enter a product name or keyword.

Review data on sales trends, average prices, and shipping costs to gauge

demand.
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Marmalead (for Etsy Sellers)

How to Use:

Head to Marmalead's website and sign up for an account.

Use the 'Search' function to input your product or keyword.

Get insights on search volume, engagement, and pricing.

Use the brainstorming tools to get data on search terms real sellers are

using to find products

UberSuggest

How To Use:

Head to the Ubersuggest website

Type a keyword or domain into the search bar and select a location you’d

like to gather search data for

Analyze search traffic and keyword variations for your search term or

domain

CheckWhich Products Have The Highest Sell-Through Rates

Most online marketplaces allow you to sort search results by “popular” or

“best-selling,” which is an excellent place to start gathering intel. You can take it

further by reading competitor reviews and analyzing their listings to see what

they’re doing right and how you can do it better.

Finally, check your online marketplace’s resource or blog section, as they often

release lists detailing the best-selling product categories or brands. But be weary

of chasing hypes! You want your business to be sustainable.

© Crosslist BV 2024. All rights reserved.
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What Crosslist Sellers Are SucceedingWith

Some of the most successful sellers that use Crosslist to grow their businesses

sell some really interesting products. We’ve had everything from trendy women’s

clothing to Pokemon cards selling really well.

When I look at our most successful sellers, I find that they often focused on a

specific subniche. For example, one of our top sellers is only selling maternity

clothing and nothing else! It sets her apart from a lot of other sellers, while still

building a sustainable business.

28 Profitable Etsy Shop Ideas

We compiled a jam-packed list of some of the best products to sell on Etsy,

which could spark a little inspiration in you, who knows?! Check it out here if you’d

like.

Follow Your Passion

Beyond the analytics and keyword research, you’re pursuing entrepreneurship to

build a life (and career) you love. So you need to be passionate about what you’re

selling or you’re going to eventually lose interest.

Your customers will be able to sense your enthusiasm, making your brand more

genuine and relatable. Plus, your firsthand knowledge of the product allows you to

anticipate customer questions, spot market gaps, and develop a unique selling

proposition.

In the crowded world of e-commerce, where authenticity can be a rarity, your

genuine passion might just be the secret sauce that sets you apart.

© Crosslist BV 2024. All rights reserved.
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So, before diving headfirst into a niche just because it's "trending," take a moment

to reflect on what truly sets your soul on fire.

Passion and profit can, and often do, go hand in hand.

Are you a creative who can create beautiful paintings or ceramics? Then take the

leap and share your talents with the world!

Are you head-over-heels for clothing and fashion? Then zero in on a specific

brand or market (e.g. maternity, plus-size, athleisure) and create your reselling

business around that.

The Triple Threat: Demand, Profit, Passion

There's a trifecta of factors you must consider when selecting your products:

‒ Are people actually interested in your product?

‒ Can you make a decent profit from it after accounting for all costs? Head to

page 15 to understand the various e-commerce pricing models.

‒ Are you passionate about it? Remember, passion can be the difference

between sticking with it when times get tough or throwing in the towel.

Now that you know what to sell, where do you source products?

Sourcing is a crucial step in your market research. If you cannot source profitable

products in your niche, then you should move onto to your plan b. You could say

you’re driven by passion but passion won’t pay your bills.
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So you have to make sure that not only are the products you have managed to

source in demand but that you are securing them at the right price to enable

healthy margins.

Now, it may seem overwhelming to source products for your shop, but when you

know exactly where to look, it is simpler than you think. Here are how our top

sellers source their products:

Within The Local Community

‒ Garage Sales - particularly if you live in an affluent community, you’ll likely

find some real gems ranging from clothing to home decor and collectibles.

‒ Auctions - best for finding antiques and unique items. You can find local

auctions on websites like AuctionZip, HiBid or EstateSales.net. You could

also check out community bulletin boards or do a Google search to find

local auction houses as well as keeping your ear to the ground for any

announcements. Police stations, airports and storage facilities also hold

regular auctions ranging from whole container loads of goods to property

auctions.

‒ Estate Sales - these are sales of items from someone's home, usually after

they've passed away or moved. They can be great for finding antiques,

collectibles, and everyday items.

‒ Local Classifieds and Community Boards - check in your community

newspaper, magazines or local bulletin boards at grocery stores to find

items for resale.
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‒ Local Libraries - many libraries have book sales of older or excess stock.

‒ School or Church Fundraisers - sometimes these organizations will sell

donated goods to raise money, often gifted by wealthy sponsors.

Thrift Stores

‒ Goodwill - while you’ll also find a ton of junk, there are plenty of valuable

items such as cookware, crockery, canning jars, picture frames, wood

furniture, cast iron cookware, silverware, books, games, records, toys, and

so much more you can clean up and resell.

‒ Salvation Army - as a charitable organization, the Salvation Army doesn’t

only have used items but is regularly given donations of brand-new items

from businesses.

‒ Savers - you will mostly find used clothing and shoes at Savers, which

means an opportunity to find heavily discounted coats, jackets, jeans, and

boots to resell for a profit.

LiquidationWebsites

‒ BlueLots - an online platform that offers liquidation lots from various

retailers, manufacturers, and distributors. These lots include a wide range

of products, from electronics and home goods to clothing and toys.

‒ Liquidation.com - an online marketplace that specializes in selling surplus

inventory and returned merchandise from retailers, manufacturers, and

distributors. It offers a wide range of products, including electronics,

apparel, jewelry, home goods, and more.
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Online Sourcing

‒ Wholesale websites - there are many wholesale websites where you can

buy bulk units at discounted rates from suppliers, which cuts out a

middleman. Examples include AliExpress or TaoBao.

‒ Retail arbitrage - a strategy where you purchase products from retail stores,

often at a discounted price, and then resell those products at a higher price

elsewhere, such as an online marketplace. For example, Mogi Beth has built

a successful online reseller business on Poshmark and eBay using the retail

arbitrage method.

‒ Drop shipping - a business model where you sell products to customers

without keeping physical inventory. Instead of buying and storing products

in a warehouse, you partner with a supplier who ships the products directly

to the customer on your behalf. Take the many successful print-on-demand

stores on Etsy… they create the design and then a third party, like Printify,

will fulfill the printing and shipping on the order. WimlyMugs has generated

an estimated $4.2 million in revenue since launching in 2019… talk about

landing on a gold mine!

Fitting the Pieces Together with Complementary Products

Think about your product selection as if you're curating an art exhibition. Each

piece should be beautiful on its own, but together, they should create a cohesive

narrative.

Walking into a gallery, you don’t see a chaotic mix of Renaissance portraits,

abstract sculptures, and graffiti art.
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Nope, each exhibition tells a story through carefully selected pieces that connect

meaningfully. The same applies to your online store.

Your products should complement each other, and most importantly, they should

align with your chosen niche.

The same logic applies to your online store. Your product selection should read

like a well-crafted story, not a random assortment of plot lines.

Say you've chosen a niche in kids clothing. If you’ve got a large collection of new

and gently used kids clothing that can be mixed and match to build a stylish

wardrobe on a budget, you’re onto something good.

However, if you’re selling kids clothes plus some random women’s clothing and old

crockery, you’re not going to be selling a cohesive narrative. Not saying it won’t

work, but it’s easier to stand out if your product offering is coherent.

The products you choose, how you present them, and the language you use all

come together to tell your brand story. So, think carefully about how you want to

portray your brand through product selection.

Let’s say you open an eBay store where your initial niche is kids’ toys. Would it

make sense for your brand to start selling power tool accessories suddenly? No,

that’s not what your customer base is coming to your store to buy.

You’re not a department store, you’re an independent niche seller, and your

product range should always reflect that. Otherwise, you have no clear strategy or

target market - a recipe for failure.
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Experimentation

Despite all this talk of strategy and planning, sometimes you've just got to wing it.

Throw a few things against the wall and see what sticks. The beauty of online

selling is that you can pivot and adapt quickly based on what's working and what's

not.

Funny story, when we first started Crosslist, we had a plan… a grand vision. We

had everything but a damn clue about what was going to work. We were rookies,

fresh off the bench and onto the online selling field.

The fact that we weren’t hardcore salespeople didn't exactly put the odds in our

favor. But hey, who needs odds when you've got determination, right?

So, we did what any self-respecting startup would do – we started experimenting.

We tried different pricing, tested various marketing strategies, and threw a bunch

of stuff against the proverbial wall.

Some of it stuck. A lot of it slid right off. But amidst the mess, we found our

groove.

We discovered sellers were more interested in quick multi-platform listing

capabilities than detailed analytics. They wanted simplified workflows and faster

listing times, not an array of fancy, complex features.

It wasn’t what we initially imagined, but it’s what worked.
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That’s the thing with online selling. You're going to make assumptions. You're

going to make plans. And then you'll watch as reality has a good laugh and tosses

your plans out the window.

But that’s okay. It's better than okay – it's an opportunity to adapt, learn, and find

what truly works for your business.

So don’t be afraid to wing it sometimes. Change your course based on what works

for you, not what some playbook says. Ultimately, the ability to adapt and learn

from messy experiments will truly set you apart in this game.
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Secret 2� Choosing Your Sales Channels: Unleashing the

Power of Multi-Channel Selling

When you are considering starting an online business, there are two ways you can

sell. You can either build your own shop on a platform like Shopify or

WooCommerce or you can sell on existing platforms like Etsy, Amazon, Poshmark

and eBay, etc.

Here is a quick overview of the pros and cons of each:

Own Store �Shopify, WooCommerce, …)

Pros Cons

Complete control over UX design and

branding

Expensive to purchase themes,

plugins, hosting, and hire a designer

No commission fees Requires technical knowledge

More control over return policies,

shipping policies, and pricing

Requires ongoing maintenance and

updates

Less competition Expensive marketing required

Harder to be found by your target

customers
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Existing Platform (eBay, Poshmark, Etsy, …)

Pros Cons

Built-in audiences with high-intent May be limited to templates with less

control over user experience

No coding or technical skills required Commissions can be high, up to 20% in

some cases

People trust established platforms, so

are more likely to shop via these

marketplaces.

Must comply with marketplace rules,

return policies, etc.

Robust security and anti-fraud

measures in place

All the tools you need in one place

More Than Just Online Storefronts

Sales channels are your storefront in the digital world. But let's be honest here,

deciding which channels to sell on isn't as simple as throwing a dart at a board of

options and going with whatever you happen to land on.

It's about understanding each channel, its audience, and how it fits into your larger

sales strategy.

When I was embarking on my research journey, most online resellers I spoke to

recommended considering three scenarios before building your online store, so

let’s unpack that next.
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Scenario 1� You’re brand new to the reseller game

If you’re a total newbie, starting selling on a single online marketplace makes the

most sense. That way, you can test the waters without outlying too much capital

while making a name for yourself and quickly gather insights into which products

are in demand and how to improve your offering.

There are so many perks selling on an existing platform offers a novice:

‒ A highly-engaged built-in audience

‒ No need to spend money on SEO and marketing

‒ No technical skills required

‒ Shipping is generally taken care of with pre-printed shipping labels

‒ There are policies in place that protect you against fraud and scams

Below is a list of some of the best online marketplaces to get started selling on.

After chatting with countless sellers, I’ve included some information on who each

platform is most geared towards:

Etsy:

‒ Focus: Handmade, vintage, and unique goods.

‒ Distinctive Factor: A go-to platform for artisans and craft enthusiasts. Great

for items with a personal touch or antique value.

‒ Crosslist Support: Yes.

Poshmark:

‒ Focus: Primarily clothing, shoes, and fashion accessories.

‒ Distinctive Factor: A buzzing community of fashion enthusiasts. Poshmark

parties and themed selling events are a highlight here.
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‒ Crosslist Support: Yes.

eBay:

‒ Focus: Everything from electronics, fashion, collectibles to cars.

‒ Distinctive Factor: An auction-style format that’s great for unique items or

products with uncertain pricing.

‒ Crosslist Support: Yes.

Facebook Marketplace:

‒ Focus: A wide variety of items, most popular for furniture and homeware.

‒ Distinctive Factor: A quick way to reach local buyers without listing fees.

Integrated with Facebook, making communication easy.

‒ Crosslist Support: Yes.

Mercari:

‒ Focus: General marketplace with a broad range of items, including

electronics, fashion, and home goods.

‒ Distinctive Factor: Simple listing process with a broad range of items.

‒ Crosslist Support: Yes.

Kidizen:

‒ Focus: Kids' apparel, accessories, toys, and more.

‒ Distinctive Factor: Tailored for parents looking for sustainable buying/selling

options for children’s items.

‒ Crosslist Support: Yes.
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Grailed:

‒ Focus: Men's fashion, particularly streetwear and high-end brands.

‒ Distinctive Factor: A favorite among streetwear aficionados and those

hunting for premium brands.

‒ Crosslist Support: Yes.

Depop:

‒ Focus: Clothing, particularly vintage and unique fashion.

‒ A youthful and vibrant community with an Instagram-like browsing

experience.

‒ Crosslist Support: Yes

Vinted:

‒ Focus: Focus: Primarily second-hand clothing, accessories, and beauty

products.

‒ Distinctive Factor: It's all about community and sustainability here. Vinted

offers a friendly platform for casual sellers and buyers alike, making it easier

to give clothes a second life rather than discard them.

Important: Vinted doesn’t allow professional sellers on their platform unless

you sign up with Vinted Pro.

‒ Crosslist Support: Yes.
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Scenario 2� You’re already making steady sales

In no time, you’ll find you’re making steady sales, and it’s too easy to fall into the

trap of feeling comfortable at this point. But in eCommerce, don’t ever allow

yourself to get complacent…it kills success!

Say you’ve been consistently selling ten handmade mugs on Etsy every day for six

months. Picturing it?

Now let’s say the Etsy search engine algorithm is updated, and your visibility

tanks…you’re now selling only 3 or 4 mugs every second day. Your income has

taken a huge knock, and your financial well-being is at risk, especially if you’ve

made your side hustle your full-time gig.

This is why you need to diversify and start selling on multiple online marketplaces

once you start bringing in consistent sales. Not only do you ensure your eggs are

not all in one basket, but there is the added benefit of:

‒ Tapping into new audiences who may not shop on your existing platform

‒ Increased visibility and sales

‒ Taking advantage of different in-built marketing tools of each platform

‒ Sell to niche audiences (e.e. Women’s clothing on Poshmark, kids’ toys and

clothing on Kidizen, etc.)

It may sound like a lot of work to upload your listings to multiple platforms, but you

can streamline the process with a cross listing app, like ours - Crosslist. This

enables you to bulk import your listings from your existing platform, edit them in

the app, and then post them in bulk to your new marketplaces.
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Scenario 3� You’re ready to scale your business

When you are raking in sales, then it’s time to create your own online store to run

parallel with your online marketplace channels.

At this point, you likely have a little extra money to play with that you can reinvest

into your business, such as paying a web developer to build you a custom Shopify

store.

Hopefully, you’ve grown a mailing list, so you can send a link to your subscribers

to let them know where to find you.

Your mailing list can be your lifeline, especially when you want to direct traffic to

your sales channels or promote new product drops. But the million-dollar question

is, where do you get these emails from?

Direct Access From Platforms

Platforms like Etsy, for instance, provide sellers with customer emails after a

purchase. This is great because you can directly engage with these customers

post-purchase and provide them with updates or promotions.

Remember, though, to always maintain GDPR compliance and inform your buyers

if you intend to send them promotional emails (only for EU�.

Drive Traffic To Your Personal Website

With marketplaces that don’t hand over email addresses on a silver platter, you'll

need to be a tad craftier. Consider adding a link to your personal website in your

marketplace bio.
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Once potential customers land on your website, there are a couple of ways to

hook them:

‒ Lead Magnets: Offer them something irresistible in exchange for their

email. This could be a discount on their first order, an exclusive look at new

collections, or even a digital product like a style guide.

‒ Newsletter Sign-ups: Sometimes, the promise of being the first to know

about sales, new arrivals, or industry news is enough to get someone to hit

'subscribe'.

eBay's Policy on Email Collection

eBay is very strict about protecting buyer information. They don't release email

addresses like Etsy does. However, after a sale, you can communicate directly

with the buyer through the eBay messaging system.

You can use this opportunity to direct them to your personal website where, as

mentioned above, you can use lead magnets or offers to collect their email

addresses. Always ensure you're not violating any platform's terms of service.

Inserts in Packages

Don't underestimate the power of the tangible. By adding a little insert or

thank-you card in each package, with a call-to-action directing them to your site

or asking them to subscribe to your newsletter, you're giving them a physical

reminder to re-engage with your brand.
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It's essential to always prioritize your subscribers' privacy. Don't spam them, offer

them genuine value, and ensure there's an easy way for them to opt-out if they

choose.

Once your store brings in enough monthly income, you can drop selling on online

marketplaces. However, this is totally up to you.

One Size Does Not Fit All

It's tempting to try and sell everywhere at once. After all, more exposure equals

more sales, right?

Wrong. Each channel has its unique quirks and audience. What works on Etsy

might not fly on eBay. The trick is to pick the right channels for your specific

products and target audience.

The Magic of Multi-Channel Selling

Here's where things get exciting. This is when you strategically select multiple

channels to reach your customers.

It's like casting a wider net but with precision. This strategy lets you reach a

diverse audience, hedge risks, and potentially skyrocket your sales.

But be warned; it's not for the faint-hearted. Juggling multiple channels requires

time, effort, and a good dose of patience.
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Building Your Channel Strategy

Start on solid ground. Pick just one or two platforms initially. Pour your energy into

understanding everything about them - the audience they cater to, their fee

structure, the quirks in their policies, and the existing competition.

In simple terms: master your initial selling platforms.

As you find your groove and begin seeing results, then and only then should you

consider venturing into another platform.

The mantra here? Adapt, evolve, and expand. Keep a sharp eye on your

performance metrics, make adjustments when needed, and always, always keep

learning.

So, if you embrace only one philosophy from this guide, let it be this: Approach

online reselling as a marathon, not a 100-meter dash. Your persistence and

patience will pay off. Trust me on that.

You’re probably thinking, “Cool, Gilles, but where do I start?!” I asked the same

question from many seasoned resellers and they all came to similar conclusions.

Most suggested Poshmark as the go-to starting block if you’re selling clothing.

With its fashion-centric audience and user-friendly setup, it's tailored for those

just dipping their toes into the resale game.

The interactive and vibrant community, combined with the platform's distinct

visibility-enhancing features, has made it a launchpad for many successful sellers.
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You can then combine a second platform that speaks more directly to your niche.

So let’s say you’re selling band tees. Etsy’s demographic would make sense as

your secondary marketplace.

For kid’s clothing, Kidizen would be an excellent complementary sales channel.

Once you’ve mastered those 2 and the orders are flowing, you can look at adding

additional marketplaces to your repertoire.

Ok, but which platform do you start on if clothing is not your product category?

Let’s say you’re selling Pokemon cards… that’s not going to set Poshmark alight

with sales. It’s not your audience! Instead, consider a platform like eBay to get you

started and then later branching out to the likes of Mercari.

This is where you will find “your people” - the ones who’ll turn your dreams of

entrepreneurship into reality.

Mastering Multi-Channel Selling

The holy grail of online selling is mastering multi-channel selling. It's not easy, but

trust me, it's worth it. Online customers are like nomadic tribes, wandering from

platform to platform, searching for the best deals or the most unique products.

Some are die-hard Etsy fans hunting for artisan crafts, while others are eBay

enthusiasts seeking out rare collectibles. Some might scour Facebook

Marketplace for the best deals, while others are deep into Poshmark for the

trendiest fashions.

As a seller, you want to be where your customers are, but they're spread out

everywhere! And that's where multi-channel selling comes into play!
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It's about not putting all your eggs in one basket but distributing them strategically

across multiple platforms.

But how do you manage multiple stores without losing your mind or spending

every waking moment glued to your screens?

How do you keep track of inventory, manage listings, and deliver top-notch

customer service on each platform? Is it even humanly possible?

Breathe. I've got you. I’m about to share some battle-tested strategies, invaluable

tips, and ultra-efficient tools to help you juggle these multiple channels like a pro.

I'll guide you on maximizing your reach, minimizing your stress, and making

multi-channel selling your secret weapon in the online selling arena.

My Golden Rules For Multi-Channel Reselling Success

1. Organizational Tools: Start with a robust inventory and order management

system that offers multi-channel capabilities. This can help track sales, stock

levels, and customer inquiries in one centralized location. To be honest, from what

I’ve seen, many sellers just use Excel for this. You can find templates online that

help you with inventory management.

2. Leverage Automation with Tools like Crosslist: Automation tools, such as

Crosslist, allow you to post listings across multiple platforms simultaneously,

saving hours of manual labor. They also offer you the ability of swiftly removing

listings from all these platforms once an item is sold, ensuring you never

accidentally oversell a product.
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3. Master One Platform at a Time: Rather than diving into multiple platforms at

once, start with one. Learn its ins and outs, and once you feel confident, expand

to another. This stepwise expansion helps in understanding the intricacies and

audience of each platform better.

4. Consistent Branding: While each platform has its unique audience, it's crucial

to maintain consistent branding across all. This helps in brand recall and fosters

trust among customers who might come across your brand on various platforms.

Use a service like Linktree to consolidate all your online channels into a single,

easily shareable link. With regards to your pictures, if you use a tool like Crosslist,

you can modify your pictures before posting on multiple marketplaces. That way,

you ensure your pictures are consistent across your online channels.

5. Stay Updated: E-commerce is dynamic. Regularly updating yourself about

changes in platform policies, fees, or features can help you pivot your strategy

accordingly.

6. Set Clear Goals and Monitor Performance: Define what success looks like for

each platform. Do you want to make a specific number of sales? Generate a

specific amount of revenue? Regularly review performance metrics to understand

what's working and where adjustments need to be made. Again, best way to

approach this is through Excel.

7. Diversify But Don't Dilute: While it's good to be on multiple platforms, spreading

yourself too thin can be counterproductive. If a platform isn't yielding good ROI or

aligning with your brand, it might be time to reconsider its place in your strategy.
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8. TimeManagement: Allocate specific times in the day or week to attend to

tasks related to each platform. Using time-blocking techniques can be highly

effective in ensuring you give adequate attention to each channel.

9. Engage with Communities: Each platform often has associated forums or

groups. Engaging here can provide insights, allow you to address concerns, and

create a loyal customer base.

10. Stay Calm and Adjust: Challenges will arise and mistakes will happen. Rather

than panicking, view them as learning opportunities. Adjust your strategies, refine

your processes, and always strive for improvement.

These tips can help you keep the paralyzing overwhelm at bay and stay focused

on your business goals.

Additional Resources:

7 Benefits of Multi-Channel Selling
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Secret 3� Understanding Marketplace Fees

The Hidden Costs of Selling

Let’s get one thing straight, selling online is by no means free. Every platform

wants a piece of the pie, and these are what we call marketplace fees. Think of

them as the rent you pay for setting up your virtual store on their platform.

Now that’s not to say using Shopify or Woocommerce to build your own store

would be free. They come with their own costs that are often significantly higher

than those of online marketplaces.

Let’s take a look at some of the costs associated with building your own store:

- Subscription Fees: Shopify charges users a fee for their platform which

starts at $25 per month (at present) for their basic plan. This will include

your hosting.

- Hosting: If you build a site on WordPress, you will require website hosting.

For example, GoDaddy charges $29.99 per month for managed WordPress

eCommerce hosting.

- Plugins/Apps: Both WordPress and Shopify require the use of plugins or

apps to extend their functionality. Many of these are premium apps which

need to be bought in order to maximize functionality.

- Themes: The base WordPress and Shopify themes are not very

user-friendly so you’d want to purchase a premium theme that gives you

more flexibility to design an effective user experience. These themes can
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be pricey. For example, we use WP Kadence for the Crosslist landing page

which starts at $129 for the Essential Bundle.

- Web Development Fees: Sometimes it’s just not possible to get your site

doing what you want it to do and you’ll need to call on the help of a

professional web designer or developer. Their fees can creep into

triple-figure territory which you likely won’t have the capital for if you’re just

getting started.

- Marketing: So you’ve got a shiny new website but you’re hearing crickets.

To sell, you need website traffic. A combination of SEO (*) and paid ads is

required to ensure your website is visible to potential customers. Again this

can end up costing you 100s if not 1000s of dollars.

I’m not trying to turn you off this idea entirely but I want to be realistic and make

you fully aware of the operational costs involved in running your own online store.

For new sellers, these costs just aren’t feasible most of the time.

That’s why online marketplaces present a unique opportunity to make money

selling online without the associated overheads.

(*) Sidenote! In case it sounds like a foreign language, here’s a quick explainer on
what SEO is:

* SEO, or Search Engine Optimization, is like organizing a library. Imagine the

internet is a huge library, and every website is a book. SEO is the method of

arranging those books so that when someone comes into the library asking for a

specific topic, the librarian (search engine, like Google) can quickly recommend

the most relevant and useful books (websites). It's all about making sure your
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website (or in this case, listing) is easily found and understood by both the

“librarian” and the visitors.

The Different Types of Marketplace Fees

Let's dive deeper into the different fees you may encounter:

‒ Listing Fees: Some marketplaces charge a fee just for listing a product on

their platform. For instance, Etsy charges a $0.20 listing fee per item.

However, this fee can vary depending on the platform and the product

category.

‒ Transaction Fees: This is a fee that the platform charges for each

transaction made. It's usually a percentage of the selling price. For example,

eBay charges a final value fee, which can range from 2% to 12.35% of the

total amount of the sale, depending on the product category.

‒ Payment Processing Fees: These are fees charged for processing the

payment of a transaction. For example, Etsy uses Etsy Payments, which

charges a 3% + $0.25 per transaction fee.

‒ Promotional Fees: Some platforms offer promotional services such as

advertising or featuring your listing, for which they charge an additional fee.

Each platform has its own cocktail of charges that can eat into your profits if

you're not careful.
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Reading the Fine Print

I know, I know, going through the fine print of each platform's fee structure is

about as fun as watching paint dry.

But trust me, it's essential. You need to understand what you're getting into before

you start selling, or you could end up with some nasty surprises.

As a little cheat sheet, here are the links to all our supported marketplace’s fee

structures (except eBay, their fee structure is so convoluted that we couldn’t fit in

a calculator!�.

Etsy Fees

eBay Fees

Poshmark Fees

Mercari Fees

Depop Fees

Kidizen Fees

Grailed Fees

Facebook Marketplace Fees

An Investment, Not a Burden

You might wonder why these marketplaces charge fees. Simply put, these fees

are what keeps the platforms running.

They're used for a variety of purposes like maintaining and improving the

platform's technology, providing customer support, advertising the platform to

attract more buyers (which benefits you, the seller), and, of course, generating a

profit for the marketplace.
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Remember, while these fees might seem like a drag, they give you access to a

broad customer base, tools to help you grow your business, and a platform that

customers already trust.

It's a trade-off that's generally worth it if you price your products appropriately

and strategize effectively. However, it’s important to keep these listing fees in

mind when pricing your products because you always want to remain profitable.

Additional Resources:

9 eBay Seller Fees and How to Reduce Them

What Are Etsy Fees for Sellers
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Secret 4� How to Make MoneyWithout Scaring Off Your

Customers

Pricing: The Perennial Headache

Pricing. It's the bane of every seller's existence. Too high, and you'll scare off

customers. Too low, and you won't make a profit. It's a delicate dance, my friend.

But don't worry; I've got some strategies to help you find your footing.

Back when I was a business analyst, I spent a significant chunk of my career

wrestling with pricing strategies. So, trust me when I say, figuring out the right

price for your products can feel like trying to solve a Rubik's cube while

blindfolded.

But with a clear understanding of various pricing strategies and a bit of

perseverance, it's more than possible to find that sweet spot where your prices

attract customers and keep your profit margins healthy. Let's explore some

strategies that have served me well over the years.

The Basics: Cost-Based Pricing

This is Pricing 101. Cost-based pricing is the simplest pricing strategy. You add up

all the costs related to your product and add a margin to determine the selling

price.

It's crucial to consider your purchase cost and hidden costs like shipping, storage,

marketplace fees, returns, and even your time. For instance, if a product costs you

$10, and you have $2 in additional costs, and you want a profit of $5 per item, you

would price it at $17.
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The Magic of Market-Based Pricing

This strategy involves setting your prices based on the going rate in the market.

You can price your products slightly higher if you offer added value or slightly

lower to attract budget-conscious customers.

Marketplaces like eBay and Poshmark make it easy to see what similar items are

selling for, so use that information to your advantage.

For example, if you're selling a vintage vinyl record, you might find that similar

records are selling for between $20 and $30. Based on this, you might price your

record at $25, striking a balance between competitiveness and profitability.

Harnessing Perceived Value with Value-Based Pricing

Value-based pricing is about setting a price based on the product's perceived

value to the customer rather than the actual cost.

If you're selling a handmade piece of jewelry with a unique design, for example,

customers may be willing to pay a premium price, even if the cost of materials and

production is relatively low.

Making a Bold Entrance with Penetration Pricing

Penetration pricing is when you initially set a low price to attract customers and

gain market share, with plans to increase it later once you've established a

customer base.

For example, you might start selling a new line of t-shirts at a lower price than

your competitors to attract customers and build your brand.
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Riding the Wave of Novelty with Price Skimming

Price skimming involves setting a high price for a new product to "skim" off the

customers willing to pay more. Once the sales from this group start to drop, the

price is gradually reduced to target price-sensitive customers.

This is a common strategy for novel or innovative products like software, new

technology, and devices.

Change the Game with Smart Pricing

Smart pricing is kind of like your pricing sidekick, helping you stay competitive

without the fuss. Platforms like Mercari offer this feature, automatically adjusting

your price based on demand and competition.

So, if there's a surge in demand for vintage denim jackets and you’ve got them

stocked, smart pricing ensures you're not leaving money on the table

It's a simpler, yet effective approach to adapt to the market, perfect for those just

setting sail in the e-commerce world.

A Strategic Decathlon

The key to pricing for profit is understanding that it's a strategic decision, not a

one-time task. It involves ongoing research, testing, and adjustment.

Your pricing strategy might also differ for different products or marketplaces,

making this process a constant juggling act.
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While it may be tempting to simply slap a price on an item based on how much

you've spent to acquire or produce it, this strategy �AKA cost-based pricing) can

limit your profitability.

Instead, consider a more dynamic and potentially lucrative approach: value-based

pricing.

Value-based pricing is all about what your customers believe the product is worth

and what they're willing to pay for it. Here’s how to make it work for you:

‒ Competitor Analysis: Start by scoping out the competition. If you're selling

a vintage jean jacket and five other sellers have similar jackets priced from

$50 to $80, pricing yours at $150 might drive potential customers away

unless you can justify the added value (maybe yours is a rare edition or in

pristine condition).

‒ Willingness To Pay: This requires a deeper dive. Consider studying

customer reviews or sifting through sales data using some of the tools

mentioned in chapter 1. What are customers raving about? What features or

qualities are they willing to pay a premium for? Harness this data to set a

price that aligns with their perceived value.

You then set the price based on the willingness to pay of the customer, rather

than start from your own cost. It requires some additional market research, but

when executed right, value-based pricing is sure to maximise your profits!

Additional Resources:

Types of Pricing Strategies
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Secret 5� The Art of Building Listings

In the online selling world, your listing isn't just a description of your product - it's

your storefront, salesperson, and billboard all wrapped into one. A great listing

needs to persuade, convince, and sell.

So, let's roll up our sleeves and dive into the nitty-gritty of creating a listing that

not only gets clicks but converts them into sales.

Crafting Titles That Turn Heads

Introducing your product is all about nailing the title. You've got limited characters

to make a maximum impact and entice the buyer into clicking. Crafting a

compelling listing title is akin to writing a captivating headline for a news article.

You have to grab the viewer's attention right off the bat, convey essential

information, and encourage them to want to know more.

The trick? Include the most important details a buyer would want to know: product

type, brand, size, color, and condition.
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Let's break down an example. Say you're selling a vintage Rolex watch. A weak

title might read "Used Rolex." It’s the online equivalent of whispering in a

thunderstorm.

Instead, try something like "Authentic 1965 Rolex Submariner – Stainless Steel,
Black Dial, Rare." This title immediately catches the eye, providing the brand, year,

model, material, color, and even creating a sense of urgency with the word "rare."

Beyond grabbing attention, a title has a more covert job to do: getting found in the

vast realm of search engines.
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Internal Search on Marketplaces: Platforms like Etsy, eBay, and Poshmark are

swamped with products. Standing out is about as easy as finding a needle in a

haystack, especially for newcomers.

However, a well-researched, SEO-optimized title can push your product up in

these platform's internal search results. How do you do it? Think like your

customer. What would you type in if you were looking for your product?

Tools like Marmalead or Terapeak (which I discussed in the niche selection

section) can also help you find keywords that potential buyers frequently use on

platforms.

Ranking on Google: Now, imagine the thrill of seeing your Etsy listing pop up on

the first page of Google when someone types in a related search. Pretty neat,

right? An SEO-optimized title can help you achieve this.

However, remember this little twist: even if your product ranks well on Google, you

don’t own the link. It's a link to your listing on Etsy, eBay, or another platform, not a

direct link to your own site.

So, while it’s great for visibility, you’re still playing on someone else’s playground.

This is where owning your own website does come with it’s benefits - it’s your
playground and you can do with it whatever you please.

In other words, you have full control over your SEO strategy and the platform can’t

shake things up with a fun little algorithm update that undoes all your hard work

overnight.
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You’re only at the mercy of Google which if you keep up to date with SEO trends,

can be played to your advantage.

Ok, so where can you find those magic words to pop into your title? Try out online

keyword tools!

My go-to is always Google Keyword Planner because it is free and helps me

easily identify trending keywords. You can type in a product or niche and search

within a geographic location to really pinpoint the most effective keywords around

your products.

AnswerThePublic is another valuable tool that provides insight into what

customers are searching for in relation to your product. It can highlight questions

people ask in the “People also ask” section on Google search results pages.

You can use these in your listing descriptions by creating an FAQ section to try to

get featured:
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Sooqr is a tool specifically designed for e-commerce, providing data-driven

keyword suggestions to attract more traffic.

Ubersuggest is another firm favorite of mine when it comes to keyword research

because it provides a lot of valuable data for a free tool.

A title is your first impression, so make it count. It's not just about stuffing it with

keywords but also about creating an emotional connection that nudges the

potential buyer to click.

You're not just selling a product; you're selling an experience, a lifestyle, a dream.

More than simply catching your buyer’s attention, clever use of keywords will push

your listings higher up in search results, making them more visible to your

customers.

Remember, if nobody can see your listings, nobody is going to buy your

products…so SEO is non-negotiable.

Descriptions That Sell

A compelling description is your chance to virtually place the product in the hands

of the buyer. It needs to answer every possible question a buyer might have.

  Writing a product description is like writing a miniature story.

Your product is the protagonist, and the customer is the potential hero who can

transform their life by acquiring your product. Your mission is to convince them

that this is a story they want to be a part of.
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Let's take an example. You're selling artisanal, handcrafted leather boots. A bland

description might read, "Leather boots. Handmade. Brown. Size 9." That's like

describing a Ferrari as a "fast car" when we all know it’s SO much more than that.

Instead, paint a vivid picture:

"Step into a world of rugged sophistication with our handcrafted leather boots.
Crafted with meticulous precision and a passion for quality that's become so rare
in this fast-fashion world, every stitch on these boots is a testament to traditional
craftsmanship. The warm brown hue, reminiscent of a sun-drenched prairie,
makes a distinctive statement. Size 9, perfect for the adventurer in you."

I mean, you don’t need boots, but even YOU want to buy those now, right?!

To concoct irresistible descriptions, you need to understand your buyer's

language and what makes them tick.

This is where tools like TextOptimizer can come in handy, which suggests

keywords and phrases that can better resonate with your audience.

Hemingway Editor is another excellent tool to simplify and strengthen your prose,

while Grammarly can ensure your grammar and spelling are spotless. Because

nothing is more off-putting than descriptions that look like they were written by a

third-grader.

ChatGPT can also help you edit and optimize your text for readability or simply

help you generate some drafts.
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Remember, it’ll need your human touch and you’ll need to inject your brand voice

into the text, so don’t just copy and paste. But it sure can help when writer’s block

hits, especially if you’re not a wordsmith to begin with.

The key to creating killer descriptions is to sell the experience, not just the

product.

Highlight what makes your product unique and how it can improve your

customer's life. Appeal to their emotions, their aspirations, their identity.

Make them feel that clicking the 'buy now' button isn't just a purchase; it's a

stepping stone to a better version of themselves.

If you’re not a wordsmith or want to scratch your eyeballs out at the thought of

writing unique descriptions for each listing, I’ve got you covered with this handy

cheat sheet to get the creative juices flowing a whole lot faster:

1. Product Title: Start with a clear and descriptive product title that includes the

brand, model, key features, and condition.

2. Inviting Opening Line: Create an engaging opening line that attracts the

buyer's attention. Don't just describe the product; sell the experience.

3. Detailed Product Information: Provide a detailed breakdown of the product.

Include its key features, specifications, and benefits. Be thorough and precise,

answering any questions the buyer might have.
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4. The Story: Share the story behind the product. If it's vintage, tell its history. If

it's handmade, describe the craftsmanship. This can create an emotional

connection with the buyer.

5. The Use Case: Describe how the product can improve the buyer's life. Are your

leather boots perfect for a fashion-forward urban explorer? Is your vintage teapot

ideal for someone who loves hosting high teas?

6. The Urgency: Create a sense of urgency. Is the product one-of-a-kind? Is it on

sale for a limited time? This can nudge the buyer to purchase sooner.

7. The Logistics: End with practical details like shipping, returns, and payment

options.

Remember to keep the tone of the description aligned with your brand and target

audience. Use bullet points or short paragraphs for easy reading, and don't forget

to sprinkle relevant keywords throughout the description to improve searchability.

And most importantly, always be honest about the product's condition and

features.

Here's an example based on this formula:

Product Title: "Vintage Levi's Trucker Jacket, Distressed Denim, Size M"

Inviting Opening Line: "Own a piece of fashion history with this authentic 80s

Levi's Trucker Jacket."
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Detailed Product Information: "Crafted from durable denim, this iconic jacket

sports a stylish distressed look. It features two chest flap pockets, side welt

pockets, and signature Levi's metal shank buttons. The jacket is a size M, offering

a comfortable, oversized fit." You could add specific measurements at this stage.

The Story: "This isn't just a jacket; it's a blast from the past. This Levi's Trucker

Jacket hails from the 80s, a testament to iconic fashion that has outlasted fleeting

trends." If you’ve got additional information on the item's origin, add it to create

that real emotional connection with the buyer.

The Use Case: "Whether you're rocking it at a music festival or just chilling on the

weekend, this Levi's jacket is sure to turn heads and start conversations." You

could add specific styling tips here and link them to product photos with

examples.

The Urgency: "Vintage finds like this don't come around often. Grab this unique

piece before it's gone!"

The Logistics: "Ships in 3�5 business days. 30-day return policy. Secure payment

options available."

Following this formula, even novice sellers can create compelling, persuasive, and

engaging product descriptions in a flash.

Don’t forget to weave keywords into your descriptions for SEO, this will also help

you boost your visibility in search results, both within platforms and on Google.

Want to stand out even more? Add emojis to give your listings some personality!

Emojis can catch a buyer’s attention and lead them to click for more information.
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To speed up the process of generating your listing descriptions, take a page out of

our existing seller’s handbooks.

We see a lot of our Crosslist sellers creating templates in the app that have

sections for shipping info, terms and conditions etc. This makes it quick and easy

to apply your template to each listing so you don’t have to add in your standard

information every single time.

A Picture is Worth a Thousand Sales

If a picture is worth a thousand words, then in online selling, it's worth a thousand

sales. Your photos should literally and metaphorically present your product in the

best light. After all, they are at the front lines - they either win the attention battle

or wave the white flag of defeat.

So, here's the lowdown: you don't need a fancy camera or a professional studio to

capture stellar product photos.

Heck, most smartphones today come with cameras more powerful than the

Hubble Space Telescope. Well, not quite, but you get my point.

Start by setting up a simple backdrop. A roll of white craft paper and a table next

to a window can do the trick. Natural light is your best buddy - it's flattering,

readily available, and, most importantly, free!

Shoot multiple angles to give buyers a 360-degree view of the product. Close-ups

can highlight details and quality, while wider shots provide a sense of scale.
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Now, it's time for some touch-ups. Photo editing isn't about deceiving buyers; it's

about presenting your product in the best light (pun intended). Snapseed is a

powerful mobile editing app giving you control over brightness, contrast,

saturation, and more.

Canva, a free online tool, can help you create collages, add text overlays, and

even insert your brand logo. Snappa is another alternative. Both have a free plan

with templates and HQ stock images.

Maybe you didn’t know this, but Crosslist also has a really user-friendly built-in

image editor! You can remove image backgrounds, crop and resize your images or

even add fun stickers and emojis.

All within the Crosslist app, making it your one-stop shop for optimizing your

listings!

One final tip, something that many sellers overlook: consistency. Maintaining a

consistent aesthetic across all your product photos builds your brand image and

buyer trust. It's the secret ingredient that can transform your humble online store

into a professionally curated gallery.
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Secret 6� Shipping Basics

If you thought online selling was just about posting a few nice pics and writing

catchy descriptions, here comes the reality check - shipping. Now, don't give me

that look. I know it sounds about as dull as ditch-water, but hear me out.

Mess up the shipping, and all your hard work goes down the drain. Nail it, and

you're on the express train to customer loyalty and glowing reviews.

Your Shipping Options

Alright, let's get down to business. Shipping on e-commerce marketplaces is more

than just getting your goods from point A to point B. It's a strategic dance of cost,

speed, and convenience in which you are the choreographer.

No pressure. Luckily with so many options available to you nowadays, it’s easy to

please your customers. But you must be very aware of the costs involved to

balance maintaining a profit margin with competitive pricing.

Now, let’s switch gears a bit before we dive into your shipping options. While many

online marketplaces allow you the freedom to determine your shipping strategy,

platforms like Poshmark, Grailed, and Vinted take a more hands-on approach.

On these sites, you're required to use their prepaid shipping label and it’s a

double-edged sword.

On one side, it simplifies things, eliminating the guesswork from the shipping

process. But, on the flip side, it doesn't give you much wiggle room to tweak

shipping fees based on your strategy.
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So, if you’re planning on making these platforms a primary selling point, ensure

you’re familiar with their shipping policies.

Remember, it's not always a free choice, but adapting to different platform

regulations is part and parcel of the online reselling game.

Prepaid shipping labels might sound like a constraint, but they can also be an ace

up your sleeve. Here's how to flip the script and make them work for you:

‒ Time Efficiency: First up, using prepaid labels accelerates the shipping

process. You're not manually inputting data or negotiating rates. This not

only saves time but also reduces the risk of human error.

‒ Trustworthiness: Customers often feel more secure when they see a

uniform shipping process. When they recognize a prepaid label from a

trusted platform like Poshmark or Vinted, it can enhance your credibility as

a seller.

‒ Incorporate into Pricing: If you’re aware of the fixed shipping rate, offer

free shipping and factor it into your product pricing. For instance, if you

know the shipping will be $7, consider this when setting your product price.

This way, you ensure your profit margins remain consistent. Also, if buyers

have to choose between $50 and free shipping versus $40 and $9 shipping,

they tend to go with the free shipping anyway. This is the magic of

psychology at work: the word “free” sparks immediate interest.

‒ Promote It: Use it as a marketing tool. “Hassle-free shipping with trusted

prepaid labels” sounds pretty appealing, doesn't it? It assures the buyer that

there won’t be any hidden or additional costs upon checkout.
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‒ Package Presentation: Given that you don’t have to worry about calculating

shipping, invest a bit more time in your packaging. A personalized note or

unique packaging can elevate the unboxing experience, making buyers

more likely to return.

‒ Stay Updated: Platforms might occasionally offer promotions or discounts

on shipping. Stay updated with the platform's news or community boards to

make the most of such opportunities.

Ok, now, for marketplaces where you don’t get a prepaid shipping label, you’ll have

to do your own shipping. How do you approach this?

Postal Service

Let's start with the classic: your trusty mail carrier. They've got your back, both for

local and national shipping. It's cost-effective, and pretty much everyone's got

access to it.

But let's be honest; it's also as speedy as a snail on a treadmill at the best of

times. Expect 2�8 business days within the country, depending on your chosen

service.

Domestic Economy

Then you've got your Domestic Economy. It's like the older, quicker sibling of the

postal service. Carriers like FedEx or UPS offer this service, and it's typically much

faster, getting your package to its destination within 1�5 business days. But guess

what? Faster speed equals a fatter bill, so be sure to work this into your selling

price.
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Domestic Express

Crank up the speed dial even more, and you get Domestic Express. Think of this

as the superhero of local shipping options. It's lightning-fast, usually delivering in

just 1�2 business days, with some even offering same-day services. But like any

superhero, it comes with a price…a rather hefty one at that.

International Shipping

Cross the border, and you're in International shipping territory. With customs,

taxes, and varying delivery times, things can get a bit hairy here. The world of "it

depends" can be super frustrating for you as a seller.

Expect anything from a few days to a few weeks if the parcel gets stuck in

customs or is subject to some unforeseen delay.

And brace yourself for the costs; they can be a beast, so there is simply no way to

offer free international shipping while still making any semblance of a profit. I

know you want to please your customers, but you’re also running a business and

need to make money at the end of the day.

Shipping Lockers

Now, let's talk about Parcel Lockers. This is like a pick-up bar for packages - super

convenient, right? Buyers can grab their orders from lockers in convenient places

like malls or supermarkets. It's 24/7 accessible, secure, and keeps human contact

to a minimum. Perfect for the introverted or busy buyer.
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Collection Points

Another pick-up option is Parcel Collection Points. Think of convenience stores or

local businesses that double up as pick-up points. Your customer goes in, grabs

their package, and walks out. Easy peasy. Plus, no pesky delivery schedules to

mess with.

Collections

For the ones who like it old school, there are Local Collections. Simply, the buyer

comes to a designated meeting place and picks up their stuff. But remember, it's

not scalable, and it’s definitely not safe for strangers to know where you live.

So if you hope to grow your operation, keep this option to a minimum. If you offer

collections, set a specific day and meet in a public location for your safety.

Shipping Large and Heavy Items

Finally, we have the granddaddy of all packages - Large and Heavy Items. For

these bad boys, you'll need specialized shipping. This could be a dedicated freight

service or "last mile" delivery company.

It will be more expensive, but you can't shove a sofa into a mailbox, right? So there

you have it: eight shipping options, each with its pros and cons. Choose wisely,

and remember, it's all part of the dance.
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Choosing the Right Shipping Partner

You need a shipping partner who can handle your unique situation. Don't just go

for the cheapest or the most famous. It's about finding the Goldilocks of shipping

partners - not too pricey, not too shoddy, but just right for you and your

customers.

And remember, the perfect fit today might not be the perfect fit tomorrow.

Keep your eyes open, your options flexible, and your attitude as relentless as your

ambition. Because let's face it, in the e-commerce game, standing still is the same

as going backward.

I like to think of shipping partners as similar to those high school cliques we all

remember. Each one has its strengths, weaknesses, and traits. USPS is the

all-rounder - they offer competitive rates, especially for lightweight packages.

FedEx and UPS, the jocks of the group, are your go-to for larger, heavier items.

And don't overlook the quiet kid in the corner, DHL - excellent for international

shipping.

You’ll need to shop around for the best prices and find a shipping partner who can

come into your required price range. If you’re shipping out at volume every week,

you’ll have a little more wiggle room for negotiating terms. If you’re short on time

or simply want to make your workflow more efficient, tools like Pirate Ship can

take care of this for you by automating price comparisons.
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Another pro-tip before we carry on. PLEASE get your shipping prices and

timeframes before you set up your listings.

It would be unprofessional to add unforeseen costs onto a buyer’s order, and if

you were to absorb the extra costs, this would diminish your margins. So check all

the terms and conditions before proceeding with your listings.

Pricing Your Shipping

That naturally leads me to the next consideration…the million-dollar question -

how much should you charge for shipping? Well, you have a few options here.

Free shipping is a crowd-pleaser because who doesn’t love getting a good old

freebie? But remember, while this tactic can increase conversion rates and

customer satisfaction, it's not exactly free for you, the seller.

You're the one footing the bill, so make sure your profit margins are robust enough

to absorb those shipping costs.

Then you've got flat-rate shipping. Here, you charge a standard rate, regardless

of the item or where it's going. You might even be able to negotiate a bulk rate

with your shipping provider if you're moving large quantities.

Just remember to set the rate high enough to cover your most expensive-to-ship

product but low enough not to scare off customers.

Moving on to an option for those who prefer precision, there's calculated

shipping. This is where shipping costs are determined based on factors such as

weight, dimensions, and destination.
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It’s like having a mini-mathematician figuring out the exact cost of getting that

package from your warehouse to the customer's front porch. It’s fair and

transparent, but brace yourself: setting it up can feel like solving a jigsaw puzzle.

You'll need accurate weight and size information for all your products, plus a good

grasp of your carrier's pricing structures.

And if you're feeling a bit adventurous, how about 'shipping included' pricing?

Here you roll the shipping cost into the product price and then promote it as "free

shipping". It's like a magician's trick - the cost hasn't disappeared; it's just hidden

in plain sight. Just be careful not to price your products out of the market.

Lastly, don't overlook tiered shipping. This is where the shipping price changes

based on the value or quantity of the order.

For instance, you could offer free shipping for orders over a certain dollar amount,

or charge lower shipping for multiple items. It's a great way to incentivize larger

purchases and move more stock.

Shipping might not sound like the most exciting part of your reselling journey, but

with the right tools, even this can feel like a breeze. Instead of wrestling with

different marketplaces, trying to decipher their shipping fees and label mumbo

jumbo, Crosslist lets you set up unique shipping profiles for each one.

Imagine you're selling a snazzy leather jacket. On one platfrom, their prepaid

labels might be a tad pricey, making it more cost-effective to ship it yourself.

Meanwhile, for a vintage necklace on another platform, the prepaid label is your

golden ticket.
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Crosslist simplifies these decisions. Instead of manually tracking and adjusting,

this tool is like your personal shipping assistant: you define a shipping profile per

marketplace and Crosslist will automatically post your listings taking into account

your chosen shipping profile.

Remember, it's not just about selling; it's about pocketing maximum profit. And

with Crosslist, you're setting yourself up to do just that. Now, doesn't that sound

enticing?

Packing Your Products

Sorry, but shipping doesn’t end there! You’ve also got to package those products

like a pro! Packaging isn't just about avoiding breakages; it's your chance to leave

a lasting impression on your buyers.

Yes, the item itself is the star of the show, but the packaging is the red carpet it

walks on.

A personalized thank-you note, attractive wrapping, or a small sample can turn a

mundane unboxing into a memorable experience. You can ask for reviews via the

thank you card and let them know where they can go to leave their feedback.

And hey, if you get a reputation for having super cool packaging, you can gather

some awesome User Generated Content �UGC� of unboxings to share on your

socials as a marketing tool.

Because I’m a pricing guy, I can’t help myself mentioning this again, but here goes

- INCLUDE YOUR PACKAGING COSTS IN YOUR SELLING PRICE! That’s right… you

can’t afford to lose a penny in this economy.
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If you spend $2.50 on your packaging, include this in your selling price when

calculating your margins. It all adds up, friends, and I want you to make the most

profit possible.

Remember, shipping isn't just a necessary evil. It's an integral part of the

customer's journey. The moment they see your package on their doorstep, the

excitement they feel when they unwrap it, the smile they crack when they find a

handwritten note - those are the moments that count.

They are what make your customers hit the 'buy again' button.

Dealing with Returns and Exchanges

Let's get real here. No matter how spot-on your product listings are or how much

you go the extra mile with customer service, returns and exchanges are part and

parcel of selling online. The same goes for our software, Crosslist, by the way.

Rather than seeing them as a headache, I've learned to view them as

opportunities for building trust and loyalty.

Before we get into the nitty-gritty, it's essential to understand why customers

request returns. Is the product not as described? Did it arrive damaged? Or did

they simply change their mind? A quick chat can often get to the heart of the

matter and help prevent future returns.

Handling Returns Gracefully

Handling returns is like defusing a bomb - you must be careful, patient, and

strategic. If a buyer wants to return an item, it's critical to respond promptly and

professionally and offer solutions instead of excuses.
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If the item is damaged, ask for photos and then decide whether a return,

exchange, or refund is the best course of action.

Of course, each marketplace has its specific returns policy. I’ve added some

information below on the most popular marketplace returns policies:

Etsy: Etsy is essentially a platform for independent sellers so they don’t prescribe

a specific returns policy. You’re responsible for setting your own rules. Remember,

if a buyer opens a case, you’re expected to follow through on your specific policy.

Poshmark: Buyers have 3 days to flag any issues after the order has been

delivered. They will need to report it to Poshmark support and attach

photographic evidence. If Poshmark concludes their request is fair, they will need

to return the item to you within 5 days to secure a refund.

eBay: eBay has a money-back guarantee that enables buyers to get a refund if

they don’t receive their item, it arrives damaged, or doesn’t match up to the listing

photos/description. A buyer has 30 calendar days to lodge a request for a refund.

Grailed: Say a customer purchases jeans off your Grailed store and comes back a

week later saying they don’t fit. As per their policy, this is not grounds for a refund.

It is the responsibility of the customer to ensure they have the measurements and

sizing details prior to making a purchase. Customers are eligible for refunds if the

item is damaged or has been inaccurately described.

Now, what do you do when you suspect a buyer is trying to scam you? First things

first: don't panic. But also, don't ignore it. If your gut tells you something's fishy,

it's worth looking into.
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Start by reviewing the order details and the customer's return history. Is this the

first time they're returning something, or is it the hundredth time? Are they always

returning high-value items or items that they claimed were damaged?

If a pattern of suspicious activity emerges, you might be dealing with a scammer.

Keep communication lines open. Politely ask the customer for more details about

why they're returning the item. Their answers, or lack thereof, can provide

valuable insight.

For example, if they're vague or evasive, or their story keeps changing, those are

red flags.

Next, get your evidence together. You'll want to document everything, from your

initial sales record to every interaction with the customer. If they've sent the item

back, inspect it carefully. Take photos or videos, particularly if you find anything

amiss.

This documentation can be critical if you need to involve law enforcement or file a

dispute with your payment processor or e-commerce platform.

If the evidence confirms your suspicion, it might be time to take more decisive

action. This could range from refusing the return, banning the customer from

future purchases, or even reporting them to the authorities.

Be sure to consult with a legal expert before taking these steps, as you don't want

to wrongly accuse a customer or violate their rights.
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Remember, every business attracts a few bad apples. But by staying vigilant,

documenting everything, and not being afraid to stand up for your business, you

can protect yourself from scams and keep the focus where it should be: providing

great products and service to your awesome customers.

We covered some common scams in the below articles which you might enjoy

reading:

Is Mercari Legit? 15 Tips for Avoiding Scams

Is Poshmark Legit? Tips for Selling on Poshmark Safely

Setting Your Return Policy

While most online marketplaces have their own return policies, in some cases you

will be able to set up your own. Your return policy isn't just legal jargon - it's a vital

customer retention tool.

Make it simple, straightforward, and fair because you’re dealing with regular

people here, not a court of law. Buyers need to feel confident they won't be left in

the lurch if something goes wrong.

A fair return policy can often tip the scales in your favor when a buyer is deciding

between you and a competitor.

Turning Returns Into Repeat Business

Believe it or not, a well-handled return can turn a disgruntled buyer into a loyal

customer. Customers who feel listened to and valued are more likely to give you

another shot.
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After processing a return, consider sending a follow-up message to ensure the

buyer is happy with the outcome. You could even offer a discount on their next

purchase as a goodwill gesture.

We've all heard the saying, "The customer is always right." Well, when it comes to

returns and exchanges, a more fitting phrase might be, "The customer always

deserves to be heard."

Show them that you care about their experience more than their wallet, and you're

on your way to building a customer base that sticks around.

Additional Resources:

e-Commerce Shipping Guide
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Secret 7� Delivering Exceptional Customer Service

In the realm of online selling, customer service is your enchanted sword. With it,

you can fight off competition, slay negative reviews, and win over the hearts (and

wallets).

Wield it carelessly, and you'll find yourself retreating faster than a troll under a

bridge.

The Art of Communication

Be prompt, polite, and professional – those are the golden rules of online

communication.

‒ Respond to inquiries as quickly as possible; time zones be damned.

‒ Be clear and concise in your messages.

‒ Avoid jargon, and use easy-to-understand language.

‒ Personalize your interactions – remember, there’s a human being on the

other side of the screen.

Going the Extra Mile

Surprise! That's the secret ingredient to memorable customer service. A

handwritten thank-you note, a small freebie, or a personalized follow-up message

can transform a transaction into an experience.

Remember, people forget what you said or did but never forget how you made

them feel.
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Dealing with Disgruntled Customers

No matter how hard you try, you can't please everyone. Some customers will be

dissatisfied; some will be downright difficult. The key is to handle these situations

with grace and humility.

Acknowledge their issue, apologize for any inconvenience, and then offer a

solution. It might be a refund, a discount, or a replacement product. Remember, a

problem is just an opportunity in work clothes.

With that being said, it's also crucial to set boundaries and stick to them. For

instance, platforms like Mercari clearly state that they don't entertain returns just

because a buyer changed their mind or felt a tinge of buyer's remorse.

And here's a pro tip: if you ever get a review on Mercari complaining about you not

accepting a return for such reasons, there's a good chance you can get that bad

review removed. Why? Because you're adhering to the marketplace's policy, not

being a stick in the mud.

Turning Customers into Ambassadors

Great customer service doesn't just retain customers, it turns them into brand

ambassadors. People love sharing their positive experiences, so give them

something to rave about. Encourage them to leave reviews, share their purchases

on social media, and tell their friends about your store.

Customer service isn't just about solving problems; it's about creating

relationships. It's about showing your customers that you're not just another

faceless seller; you're someone who genuinely cares about their experience. And

in a world full of transactions, relationships are the real currency.
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Secret 8� How to Ace Online Reviews

I'm sure you've heard this before: "Don't judge a book by its cover." Well, in the

world of online selling, people judge your store by your reviews. These little stars

can make or break your reputation faster than you can say, "Add to cart." So, let's

delve into the nitty-gritty of garnering glistening reviews.

The Impact of Reviews

Let's get the obvious out of the way - positive reviews help you sell more. But

their power doesn't stop there. They build trust and credibility with your potential

buyers.

They improve your ranking on most e-commerce platforms. And, like a gift that

keeps on giving, they generate more positive reviews, creating a snowball effect.

How to Get More Reviews

Asking for reviews can feel like asking a stranger on a date - it's awkward,

nerve-wracking, and the fear of rejection is real. But here's the thing… you've got

to shoot your shot!

Be proactive: send a polite follow-up message after a sale, asking the buyer to

leave a review if they're happy with their purchase. Just remember, keep it light

and unpressured. You're asking for a favor, not demanding a right.

If you’re not keen on manually requesting a review after each order, you can opt to

add a QR code to your thank you cards.
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When scanned, the QR code will take the customer directly to your review

website, making it easy for them to leave feedback.

This is also a lesser-known hack to collecting email addresses if you’re selling on a

marketplace where email addresses aren’t readily available to you.

Handling Negative Reviews

No matter how good you are, negative reviews are inevitable. They sting, yes, but

they're also gold mines of information. A negative review can point out areas of

improvement you might have overlooked.

Respond to these reviews promptly and professionally. Acknowledge the issue,

apologize if necessary, and offer a solution. Most importantly, learn from them and

implement changes to prevent similar complaints in the future.

Here's a brief overview of how customer review systems work for each of the

mentioned platforms:

Etsy:

‒ Buyers can leave a 5-star rating and a comment within 100 days of

purchase.

‒ Sellers can respond to all reviews

eBay:

‒ Uses a feedback system where buyers can leave positive, neutral, or

negative feedback for sellers.

‒ You can reply to buyer feedback but once you’ve left a comment it’s set in

stone - you won’t be able to edit or remove it so keep it professional.
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Poshmark:

‒ Users rate purchases on a 5-star scale and can leave optional comments.

‒ Ratings are averaged on listings but individual comments/ratings remain

private.

Mercari:

‒ Both buyers and sellers rate each other on a 5-star system after a

transaction.

‒ Comments and ratings are public.

Vinted:

‒ After a transaction, both parties are prompted to leave feedback about the

experience.

‒ Users rate on a scale and can comment.

Facebook Marketplace:

‒ Doesn't have a standardized review system for individual sellers.

‒ Buyers can rate Marketplace sellers in some areas, but it's not

comprehensive.

Grailed:

‒ Users can leave feedback (positive, neutral, negative) after a transaction.

‒ Feedback profiles showcase these ratings.

Depop:

‒ After a transaction, both the buyer and seller can rate each other with a

5-star system and leave a comment.

‒ Ratings are public on profiles.
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Kidizen:

‒ Uses a 5-star review system.

‒ Buyers rate the overall purchase, item description accuracy, and shipping

time.

Keep in mind that while these platforms have these systems in place, they

constantly evolve and refine these processes, so it's always a good idea to stay

updated directly from the respective platform's official guidelines or help centers.

Using Reviews as a Marketing Tool

Positive reviews are not just testimonials; they're marketing tools. Share them on

social media, feature them in your newsletters, and use them in your promotional

materials.

Every positive review is a story of a satisfied customer, a story that can convince

potential buyers to choose you over your competition.

Your online reputation is only as good as your reviews. Treat them not as mere

ratings but as voices of your customers that can guide you towards better

business practices, improved customer satisfaction, and, ultimately, increased

sales.
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Secret 9� Harnessing the Selling Mindset

Listen, it's easy to look at online selling as a numbers game. But let me tell you,

there's more to it than cold, hard calculations. What's the secret sauce, you ask?

Your mindset.

That's right - how you think, feel, and approach your business can make a world of

difference.

Embracing the Entrepreneurial Spirit

By stepping into the world of online selling, you're now part of the entrepreneurial

club! But remember, entrepreneurship isn't just about starting a business; it's

about solving problems, adding value, and creating something bigger than

yourself.

You need passion, grit, and a dash of insanity… actually, quite a lot of that last

one!

The Power of Positivity

I'm not talking about blind optimism here, but a balanced, resilient positivity.

You're going to face setbacks. Sales might slump, customers might complain, and

competitors might surge ahead.

But remember, you can't control everything, only how you respond.

Learning to Love Failure

Failure - the dreaded "F" word. But here's the thing - failure isn't the opposite of

success; it's part of the journey.
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Every failure, every setback, is a lesson in disguise. It's an opportunity to learn,

grow, and return stronger. So next time you fail, dust yourself off, learn your

lesson, and jump back in the ring.

Practicing Patience and Persistence

Online selling isn't a get-rich-quick scheme. It's a marathon, not a sprint. Building

a reputation, establishing a customer base, and optimizing your listings takes time.

Be patient with yourself and the process. Keep pushing, keep iterating, and keep

believing.
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Secret 10� E�Commerce Business Models

Alright, let's talk business models - we bet you didn’t think you’d be having a

business studies lesson today! In the e-commerce world, there are several paths

you can stroll down. Some are straight and narrow, while others are winding and

teeming with possibilities.

Each path comes with its unique challenges and benefits. As a reseller,

understanding these models can give you a serious edge in this fiercely

competitive landscape.

The ABCs of E-commerce

Before we jump headfirst into the various e-commerce business models, let's

pause for a moment and understand the three main types of e-commerce:

Business-to-Business �B2B�, Business-to-Consumer �B2C�, and

Consumer-to-Consumer �C2C�.

Each represents a different flow of products and money; understanding these will

give you a firmer grasp of the landscape in which you're about to operate.

1. Business-to-Business �B2B�� As the name suggests, B2B e-commerce involves

transactions between two businesses. Typically, a business sells products or

services to another business.

For instance, a wholesaler selling bulk inventory to a retailer or a software

company selling its product to another business. Alibaba is a prime example of a

B2B e-commerce platform.
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2. Business-to-Consumer �B2C�� This is probably what comes to mind when you

think of e-commerce. B2C involves businesses selling products or services

directly to consumers. Amazon, Aliexpress, and ASOS are all examples of B2C

e-commerce businesses.

3. Consumer-to-Consumer �C2C�� Here, consumers sell directly to other

consumers. This model has gained popularity with the rise of online marketplaces

and auction sites.

Think eBay, Etsy, or even the Facebook Marketplace, where you can sell your

grandmother's antique vase directly to another consumer. As an online reseller,

most of your transactions will fall into this category.

Now that we've got our e-commerce ABCs down, let's take a closer look at some

specific business models you can leverage as a reseller.

1. Dropshipping: This is the 'no-warehouse-needed' model. In dropshipping, you,

the reseller, promote and sell the products, but you don't hold any inventory. When

a customer places an order, you pass it on to the supplier, who then ships the

product directly to the customer. It's like being a middleman with less hassle and

lower startup costs. For instance, a company like Printful offers a print-on-demand

dropshipping service for custom products.

2. Wholesaling: The buying-in-bulk and selling-in-retail model. Here, you

purchase products in large quantities at a discount from manufacturers or

wholesalers, stock them up, and then sell them at a profit. This model requires

some capital upfront for purchasing and storing inventory but offers potentially

high-profit margins. Think Costco, but on a potentially smaller scale.
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3. Private Label: This is the 'my-name-my-brand' model. In private labeling, you

work with manufacturers to produce items under your own brand. You have

control over product details and pricing, which allows for higher profit margins. A

popular example of this model is Amazon's private label brand, AmazonBasics.

4. White Label: This model is similar to private labeling, but instead of customizing

a product. You work with a manufacturer to apply your brand to a generic product

they produce. This approach reduces production hassles and allows you to focus

on branding and marketing. Many successful beauty brands operate on this

model, offering 'white labeled' cosmetics under their unique branding.

5. Retail Arbitrage: The bargain-hunters model. In retail arbitrage, you find

products being sold at a discount in retail stores (both online and physical), buy

them, and then sell them at a higher price on another platform. The key to this

model is finding great deals and having a keen understanding of market demand.
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Bonus Content: Must-Have Tools for Online Selling

Stepping into the world of online selling without the right tools is like going to a

construction site armed with only a spoon - let's not do that, okay? Here’s your

definitive guide to the ultimate digital toolbox, equipped to make your online

selling journey a breeze.

Product Research Tools

Find the hidden gems among a sea of products with these crystal balls of the

e-commerce world:

Jungle Scout: Best for Amazon sellers, this tool offers robust features including

product tracking, competitive analysis, and profitability estimates. It’s like your

personal guide in the Amazonian wilderness of products.

Terapeak: This eBay-owned tool gives sellers comprehensive insights into market

trends, hot-selling products, and pricing strategies on eBay. It's like having an

eBay insider spill the beans just for you.

Algopix: A multi-platform solution that offers product research across 16 global

marketplaces. With Algopix, you can analyze product demand, competition, and

profit margins.
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Listing Tools

Manage and optimize your listings across multiple marketplaces like a pro:

Crosslist: Our baby! An automated listing tool allowing you to list across multiple

marketplaces including eBay, Poshmark, Mercari, and now Etsy too. It’s like having

an army of clones do all the tedious, dirty work for you.

Want to master multi-channel selling? Use the discount code below and give

Crosslist a try. I promise it will be a total game-changer for you - mark my words!

Use code:

EBOOK10

You can register an account here.

Shipping and Fulfillment Tool

Make shipping a cakewalk with these logistical lifesavers:

ShipStation: This platform integrates with a multitude of selling channels and

shipping carriers, automating your shipping processes.

Easyship: Offering 250� shipping solutions, tax and duty visibility, and easy

tracking, Easyship is your all-in-one shipping solution.

Pirate Ship: A free UPS and USPS shipping software that secures discounted

shipping rates of up to 89%. It also enables you to bul print labels, track packages,
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save presets and share your labels via a private link, streamlining the shipping

process.

Customer Service Tools

Create delightful customer experiences with these communication command

centers:

Zendesk: This tool streamlines customer interactions across various channels into

one unified interface, ensuring no customer query falls through the cracks. It's like

having telepathy for customer thoughts.

Freshdesk: A robust customer support tool offering multi-channel support,

automation, and self-service options. With Freshdesk, your customers will think

you went to charm school your customer service will be so on point.

Phew! That was a lot. But I know you’ll get so much value out of having these tools

in your arsenal.
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Wrapping It All Up

We made it! Here we are, standing at the end of this exhaustive guide. You've

stuck with me through B2B, B2C, C2C, listings, pricing strategies, customer

service hacks, and the entire roller coaster ride that is multi-channel selling.

You've done a hell of a job sticking it out, and for that, you deserve a high five.

When I began this journey with Crosslist, armed with my pricing background and a

whole lot of naive enthusiasm, I thought I had a handle on it all. Little did I know,

the world of online selling was a beast of its own.

It demanded patience, resourcefulness, and a refusal to take 'no' for an answer.

There were walls we hit, but with each setback, we came back stronger and more

determined.

And you know what? It was all worth it. That's because the world of online selling

is a kaleidoscope of opportunities. Each day brings something new, something

exciting, something that can potentially turn your business and life around.

The insights and strategies I've shared in this guide have been learned the hard

way, with plenty of trial and error, countless interviews with successful sellers,

and a daily IV line of coffee.

But remember, these are just stepping stones. The real magic happens when you

take these nuggets of wisdom and tailor them to your unique journey.

As we wrap up, I want you to remember that online selling isn't a get-rich-quick

scheme.
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It's a grind. But it's a grind that can lead to financial freedom, the thrill of running

your own business, and the satisfaction of providing value to customers

worldwide.

It's a grind that, with persistence and the right mindset, can truly transform your

life.

Take what you've learned and carve your own path in the e-commerce wilderness.

And remember, in this journey, you're not alone.

We at Crosslist are here, cheering you on every step of the way, ready to offer a

helping hand when you need it most. After all, we're all in this together.

To close it off, in the words of the brilliant Mark Twain, "The secret of getting

ahead is getting started." So, what are you waiting for? Let's get started, shall we?

See you out there.

Yours in the e-commerce hustle,

Gilles from Crosslist
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